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 “Sesungguhnya bersama kesulitan ada kemudahan” 
( QS. Asy-Syarah, 94: 6) 
 
 “..Sesungguhnya jika kamu bersyukur makaAku akan 
menambahkan nikmat-Ku..” 
(QS. Ibrahim, 14:7)  
 
 “Learn hard play hard.” 
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This research focused on translation shift. The objectives of this study are 
to classify the translation shift of noun phrase and to describe the equivalence 
translation of noun phrase in Madagascar 3 Movie. 
 This research belongs to a descriptive qualitative study which takes a 
document oriented as the method of collecting data. As the data source, the 
reseracher uses Madagascar 3 movie and its subtitle, and the data are sentences 
that containing noun phrase in Madagascar 3 movie which consisting in 
translation shift. 
The results of this research show that translation shift There are 2 
translation shift of noun phrase in the Madagascar 3 movie subtitle, they are,  
level shift and category shift. First, the researcher divides level shift of noun 
phrase into 6 types. From 164 data, the researcher finds 105 data or 64.02% of 
noun phrases are subtitled into noun, 6 data or 3.66% of noun phrases into verb, 5 
data or 3.05% of noun phrases into pronoun, 5 data or 3.05% of noun phrases into 
adjective, 3 data or 1.83% of noun phrases into adverb, and 1 datum or 0.61% of 
noun phrase is subtitled into clause. Second, the researcher divides category shift 
of noun phrase into 5 types. From 164 data, the researcher finds 4 data or 2.44% 
of noun phrases are translated into verb phrase, 3 data or 1.83% of noun phrases 
into prepositional phrase, 9 data or 5.49% of noun phrases into adverb phrase, 2 
data or 1.22% of noun phrases into adjective phrase, and 21 data or 12.80% of 
noun phrases are omitted  
The equivalence of translation divided into equivalent translation and non 
equivalent translation. From 164 data, there are 157data or 95.73% equivalent 
translation. Beside, the researcher finds 7 data or 4.27% of 164 data of non 
equivalent translation 
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